Liquid propellant slosh occurring during orbital maneuvers of a rocket's upper-stage may adversely affect vehicle performance. During orbital maneuvers the acceleration levels of an upper-stage vary substantially and significant liquid sloshing events may occur which can affect the intended trajectory of the vehicle as well as influence propellant and tank thermal management. Mission planners require accurate and validated simulation tools to understand and predict the effects of slosh on a mission and therefore there is a need to better understand and model liquid slosh in micro-gravity.
I. Introduction and Background
loshing problems are of increasing concern in a rocket upper-stage and spacecraft applications. In space, the influence of sloshing liquid propellants may hamper critical maneuvers such as docking of cargo vehicles or pointing of observational satellites. Severe problems with sloshing liquid in spacecraft have been reported. As an example of the potential slosh impact on rocket performance, a pre-launch review of the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) propellant slosh predictions within the second-stage of a Delta IV launch vehicle led to a launch stand down until the issue could be resolved. The CFD predictions from the same tool varied significantly depending on whether a 4 or 6-Degree of Freedom (DOF) model was used. A worst case scenario predicted that the liquid hydrogen would not remain constrained in the aft end of the tank and could be ingested into the tank ventand-relief system resulting in a thrust imbalance and loss of vehicle control. The analysis team concluded that it was imperative to "determine proper methodology for future Delta IV second-stage propellant slosh analysis", (1) . In another example, the NEAR satellite went into safety mode because of an unexpected reaction that was possibly due to propellant slosh after an orbital maneuver which caused a one year delay of the project, (2) . Finally, recently in
II. Slosh Experiment Overview
The ISS provides an operationally realistic microgravity environment for fluid slosh experiments that cannot be emulated on Earth. The slosh experiment therefore leverages the ISS as a unique research setting that enables investigations relevant to NASA and industry that cannot be conducted elsewhere. Slosh payload consists of optically transparent fluid-filled tanks, a vision system, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and a data storage unit, which are added to Synchronized Position Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) system. SPHERES platform was developed initially at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), consists of small freeflying satellites, each with CO 2 cold gas thrusters and a thruster fuel tank. Slosh hardware will be used to conduct sequences of repositioning maneuvers and document the resulting fluid slosh behavior through correlated video and IMU data for off-board image processing. Acquired data from slosh experiment will then be used to calibrate CFD fluid slosh models, improving the design of launch vehicle upper stages, spacecraft, and future planned flagship technology demonstrations.
There are two configurations to Slosh Platforms and each configuration has the liquid tank in two distinct axes. The advantages of Configuration A are the overall system mass is lower and hence the Bond number for the configuration is higher, and system CG of Configuration A is more sensitive to fuel imbalance in SPHERES CO2 gas tanks. Configuration B has a higher system mass; a higher radius tank and more fill volume resulting in lower acceleration. The Bond number is however higher due to the bigger radius. The overall liquid mass to system mass is also better than Configuration A. The fuel imbalance in SPHERES CO2 gas tanks is significantly less as compared with liquid mass impact on overall system CG. Both Configurations use the same structural components and require no additional fixtures. Enclosure is used to control the lighting source and intensity during an experiment, which is critical for image acquisition of liquid distribution within the tank. The next series of sub-sections presents an overview of slosh payload.
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A. Manifested Flight Hardware: SPHERES and VERTIGO
The SPHERES test bed provides a unique, free-floating and existing instrumented platform on ISS that can be utilized in a manner that would solve many of the limitations of the current knowledge related to propellant slosh dynamics on launch vehicle and spacecraft fuel tanks. SPHERES is a modular system, able to accommodate one or several payloads hard-mounted through the expansion port or mounted using other fasteners to any of the sides of the satellite, as long as they do not block a large number of ultrasound receivers or propulsion system nozzles.
Figure 2 A SPHERES microsatellite (left) and 3 SPHERES deployed on ISS (right)
The SPHERES hardware consists of multiple self-contained satellites, each with battery power, a cold gas propulsion system, and onboard communications and navigation equipment (Figure 2 ). Using ultrasound transmitter beacons mounted inside ISS, the satellites individually measure their respective positions and attitudes in relation to one other and to the defined test volume. SPHERES provides a unique opportunity for researchers on the ground to test software, algorithms, maneuvers, and procedures on ISS, receive testing data, then refine and uplink new test protocols in a relatively short period of time, thus contributing to an accelerated iterative process unavailable in other microgravity testing environments. Chief among these is the presence of an expansion port on each SPHERES satellite, which allows hardware to be attached, and controlled using the existing SPHERES command and control software. In addition, SPHERES was designed so that software is not a safety critical subsystem, so any modifications that need to be performed in order to properly test attached hardware such as the fluid slosh payload do not have to undergo an independent software review by NASA before they are approved for use on-board ISS.
VERTIGO is an expansion payload for SPHERES which functions as a test bed for space based inspection experiments. It is comprised of a Pico -ITX P830 computer running Linux Ubuntu, 64GB SSD storage, a stereo vision camera system, and other associated hardware such as power regulators, expansion ports, and a control panel all powered via an EN-EL4A 11.4V battery. Due to the modular design of SPHERES and VERTIGO, it is relatively easy to attach secondary payloads to use pieces of the existing hardware and slosh Avionics hardware is connected through the Top board replacing the Optics board. This configuration is extremely beneficial to the slosh experiment as it reduces the amount of new hardware needed to be transported, used and tested, as well as providing the opportunity for future upgrades and missions.
B. Liquid Slosh Tank Design
The primary aspect of slosh payload is partially liquid filled tank. The criteria for selection of tank is based on various factors. The main factors that influence the tank design selection are the critical dimensions, which are determined by the application of non-dimensional parameters. The shape of the tank is derived from a upper-stage propellant tank. The material type, thickness, working fluid, and fill volumes also play an important role in the selection. Based on numerous analyses, a tank with radius of 0.075 m (2.95 inches) inner diameter (ID) and 0.00635m (¼ inch) tank thickness was selected. Tank material type is Lexan, based on the approval rating for material acceptable for use on ISS. Water was chosen as the baseline fluid, and fill volume was determined by nondimensional numbers and deviations recorded in numerical studies.
C. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
This section details the instrumentation and data acquisition to be used on slosh platform.
C.1. Slosh Avionics
Slosh Avionics is an external supplement to the existing SPHERES payload VERTIGO which brings necessary hardware to monitor slosh events, including a 6-DOF sensor, a high speed Megapixel monochromatic camera and other necessary components. Connection to the SPHERES test bed is done via the expansion port on the VERTIGO main computer, replacing the existing camera Optics board with the slosh Avionics package in single contained unit per SPHERES satellite.
The hardware was selected to satisfy the requirements for accurate slosh recognition such as: image resolution and pixel depth for edge detection, minimum frames per second of video for test size and time delta comparison, sensor resolution for accurate data collection, Ethernet and USB communication protocols and solid state drives for real time storage of data, and finally computer configuration and operating software for system reliability and expandability.
The video data has a maximum resolution of 2592 x 1944, representing a rectangular area which accommodates the pill shaped vessel used for the experiment. The 12bit depth pixels means subtle differences in the monochromatic images can be recorded, thus capturing small details such as droplet shading. At 14.7 frames per second average on the cameras, and IMUs running at 300 MHz, enough data is recorded to make comparisons with CFD models at small time steps in order to validate results. The 1.2 GHz processor saves data to the solid state drive ensuring work in real time with no concerns about buffering or losing temporarily stored data. Finally, Ubuntu Linux which is a free amply tested operating system is used due to its light weigh performance cost and ease of customization/programming compared to other solutions.
The entire slosh test bed is comprised of two identical twin systems where SPHERES satellites communicate and control VERTIGO payloads which interface with slosh Avionics. Cameras and IMU are controlled by their local SPHERES computer, while the satellites work under a wireless masters-slave relationship to ensure synchronicity between data. Information obtained is time stamped and stored internally until such time when it can be easily downloaded to the ISS computers for transmission to Earth. VERTIGO and Slosh Avionics produce an approximate of 75MB/s of information including five Megapixel videos at 14 fps. The different sensors range from ±25.6mg to ±2g of acceleration and ±83 o to ±2000 o of gyration, where g denotes the constant for standard gravity. Operation is battery powered with a maximum runtime of approximately 1 hour.
C.2. Camera System
Two Basler Ace acA2500 5Mega pixel cameras are used in slosh experiment (Figure 3a) . Figure 3b and Figure  3c shows the lighting options being tested at Florida Tech. Each camera has a replaceable lens with non-variable focal length ( Figure 3 ). They are connected via Ethernet to the VERTIGO computers and are powered by the battery via a 12V DC/DC converter. Cameras are attached to the frame via a dovetail and have its power and data cables routed through the Slosh Avionics module for power and signal conditioning. Cameras alignment is done on ground by adjusting the dovetail base frame. Since this is a solid piece with no moving parts, replacement of cameras requires no realignment or adjusting from the operator.
C.3. Inertial Measurement Unit
Two CHR UM6 sensors are used per VERTIGO box to ensure reliability of data. They are connected via a FTDI communications interface that allows use of the USB ports in VERTIGO. Power for the sensors is also obtained from VERTIGO and is regulated by the FTDI chip. Additionally, data will also be recorded by sensors inside each SPHERES. Table 1shows the range and resolution of these sensors. 
C.4. SPHERES-Slosh Platform Interface
There is no change in VERTIGO interface with SPHERES and regulations in place for the SPHERES-VERTIGO interface are adequate. Slosh Avionics interfaces with VERTIGO via ERM8 and ERF8 as discussed in previous subsections. The SPHERES units need to be rigidly attached to the slosh package in a known orientation. This is accomplished by fitting the SPHERES unit into a negative half mold of the SPHERES outer shell. A draw clamp grips the CO 2 tank of the SPHERES holding it firmly in a known orientation. Consideration for thruster obstruction was taken and cutouts in the negative mold give the thrusters clearance to fire without obstruction. Figure 4 shows the detailed schematic from top to bottom of the system and its operation during an experiment. Operation of the system starts with SPHERES. The astronaut (crew member) will indicate the start of the experiment along with its parameters using the provided controls on the physical body of SPHERE 1. At this point, SPHERE1will indicate to SPHERE 2 the start of such experiment through a synchronized wireless signal. This signal will mark the trigger for both VERTIGO Avionics simultaneously using a UART serial port connected from the SPHERES to their respective PICO ITX P830 computers. At this instance, both sides will ideally behave identically (max delay of 1 milli-second). The PICO ITX P830 computer will initiate software and hardware including the cameras and sensors to match the experiment requirements. Communications between the computer and camera is done through a Gigabit Ethernet port. Communications between the computer and the inertial measurement sensor (IMU) is done through USB using a FTDI as an intermediary. The FTDI also provides the additional benefit or regulating power for the sensor. Power for the camera is handled between the Slosh Avionics" PXD30W regulator and the VERTIGO combined board. 
C.5. Command and Data Handling
D. Support Frame
The optimal configuration for the experiment is when the tank is balanced in terms of center of gravity (CG). Key frame dimensions are designed to result in an overall system dry CG located at the center of the tank. This ensures that all maneuvers are executed about the tank center and no rotational offsets are incurred. The cameras are positioned to have a clear and unobstructed view of the tank and the fluid inside. These two cameras are in an orthogonal configuration for image processing and data extraction purposes. Since the cameras are essential for capturing the free surface shape of the fluid inside the tank, proper lighting and background are vital. Artificial lighting from an LED strip provides adequate lighting for the cameras to capture liquid free surface. A hood enclosure eliminates any effects of ISS lighting on experiment. The background or the view behind the tank consists of a flat black surface lined with a contrasting grid. This not only gives a good image of free surface shape, but the grid overlay on the background helps identify the fluid distribution numerically.
The frame arms are designed to secure SPHERES rigidly to main frame. Center hub assembly design can accommodate liquid tank and an enclosure type system for slosh payload. The cameras are held at top corners of center hub assembly.The strength-weight optimization of the frame meets factor of safety guidelines set by NASA and ISS. Structural analysis was performed to give the frame proper rigidity under adverse loading while still being lightweight. Array of stowage types for possible launch vehicles provided by JSC were analyzed for flight package fitment and slosh payload modularized to fit two package sizes of stowage bags available in most launch vehicles, including SpaceX.
III. Application of Non-dimensional Parameters and Hydrodynamic Regimes
The primary purpose of slosh experiment is to provide relevant experimental data to benchmark numerical code. An understanding of the various hydrodynamic regimes, such as acceleration dominated, momentum dominated and capillary dominated flow behavior is needed (8) . A quick look at typical acceleration profile for a rocket upper-stage maneuver categorically rules out a direct replication of the maneuvers with slosh payload onboard ISS. Guidance is sought from the non-dimensional number from rocket upper-stage maneuvers and their relationship to various hydrodynamic regimes. These non-dimensional number and hydrodynamic regimes are matched to slosh Payload 7 maneuver onboard ISS. Subsequent numerical calculations are performed to verify the nature of fluid slosh both in rocket upper-stage propellant tank and slosh tank. The approach for non-dimensional mapping is done via a comprehensive literature search of the rocket upper-stage maneuvers. Essential variables are identified and a coding methodology is introduced for each maneuver. Major results from the code are tabulated and plotted.
Before proceeding with this analysis the constraints for slosh payload onboard ISS are identified and they are:  Test Space: Usable test space inside ISS capsule is limited; an envelope of 2.5m x 2.5m x 2.5m is used as a limiting condition for all experiments within ISS.  Thrust forces: A set of SPHERES can provide a maximum of 0.44 N thrust with simultaneous firing of four thrusters.  Limited crew time: Each test session are limited to a 4 hour session, which takes into account the setup and breakdown of SPHERES, VERTIGO and slosh Payload. An initial properties search was performed on National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) chemistry webbook for fluid properties of liquid hydrogen(9), liquid oxygen(10) and water(11) at appropriate temperature and pressure ranges. This summary is shows in the first three columns of Table 2 . Four parameters were identified for comparison and determining an ideal working fluid. The four parameters are viscosity, surface tension, contact angle and a ratio of density over surface tension. Relevant fluid were selected based on the four parameter discussed above and two favorable fluids are listed in Table 2 in the two column in the extreme. The two fluids are 3M Novec engineering fluid (12) and Silicone oil (13) . Comparison with three of the four parameters yielded good agreement with cryogenic propellant fluids and the only missing parameter for comparison was contact angle.Contact angle was determined experimentally at Florida Tech (for water and Novec).
Table 2 Relevant properties of fluid in liquid phase
A. Non-dimensional Parameter Analysis for Slosh Tank and Working Fluid
Tank sizing needed to be performed before the design iterations for combining SPHERES and VERTIGO platform with SloshPlatform. The shape of slosh tank is based on the typical schematic from rocket upper-stage but with smooth interior walls. Guidance for tank sizing is pursued via non-dimensional parameter approach. The other aspect of non-dimensional analysis for slosh tank was to provide an initial estimate of fill volume of liquid. Figure  5is developed for three different fill levels based on the system mass (derived from radius of tank with a fill volume of water). Four SPHERES thruster provides a combined thrust of 0.44 N, acceleration is computed from Newton"s second law and Bond number is computed (Figure 5a ). This figure shows the varying trend of bond number with increasing tank radius. System velocity is computed using a momentum balance equation, where the velocity of liquid initially at center of tank, which is zero and after the system traverses twice the radius in distance, the combined mass of system and liquid is used to compute the velocity (Figure 5b) .
A quick look at the non-dimensional number for the three different fluid selected earlier reveals Novec and silicone fluid are more prone (Bond number) to slosh than water (Figure 6 ). Weber and Reynolds number is based of characteristic velocity. When SPHERES thrusters are fired to induce a spinning motion in tank, angular velocity of tank is converted to linear velocity. Novec fluid has a higher density than Silicone fluid and both fluids have comparable surface tension and thus significantly high Weber numbers (Table 2) 
B. Rocket Upper-stage Maneuvers
Non-dimensional numbers for three maneuvers evaluated for rocket upper-stages and compared to slosh experiment. It was found that it is impossible to match all numbers simultaneously, but flow regimes and individual non-dimensional numbers can be matched. A comprehensive literature search on rocket upper-stage was performed initially to gather information about information of the maneuver, thrusters, acceleration ranges, velocity ranges etc. and few of the references are listed in this document, (1)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18)(19) (20) . A detailed summary for the three different maneuvers is presented below.
B.1. Settling Thrust Maneuver
This maneuver is performed to relocate random liquid distribution to sump-end of propellant tank. Initial velocity of liquid relative to tank"s velocity is zero and initial liquid distribution is at random location at top portion of tank. The tank needs to traverse a distance (approximated at 2r) for liquid to come in contact with tank bottom. The moment of impact or contact ascertains the velocity of liquid, which deteriorates at later portions of coast (relative velocity of liquid being considered, not actual velocity of rocket upper-stage). Variable acceleration parameters provide variable Bond numbers for both upper-stage and slosh experiment. Impact velocity calculations determine Weber and Reynolds numbers for both upper-stage and slosh experiment.
B.2. Attitude Change (Pitch to Reorient) Maneuver
Attitude Change or Pitch to Reorient maneuver performed for, alignment with a specified orbit, spacecraft or space station, with a satellite. Attitude change maneuver typically involves 90 degree pitch/yaw plane traverse and involves both translational and rotational components of accelerations and velocities. Typically rocket upper-stages also spin at a specified rate during this maneuver. This maneuver is also similar to Collision and Contamination Avoidance Maneuver (CCAM). This maneuver is tough to simulate via slosh experiment owing to complexity in controls algorithm for SPHERES and thruster input.
Pitch to reorient maneuver usually performed changing attitude of a rocket upper-stage and it combines both translation and rotation motion. Variable parameter for rocket upper-stages are tank radii, arm of rotation (initial arm is half the length of tank in consideration), Time to complete the maneuver, and degrees of rotation, where the tank is acceleration. Corresponding angular and translational components yield vector acceleration and vector velocity for rocket upper-stage. Vectors of acceleration and velocities are used to compute Bond, Weber, and Reynolds numbers for rocket upper-stages. Bond, Weber and Reynolds matching for slosh experiment is then performed with Water as fluid medium. Matching individual non-dimensional numbers provides rotation rates and total time to complete the maneuver in slosh experiment. The coding methodology is shown in Figure 7 in the form of flow chart figure.
Figure 7 Coding methodology for Attitude Change maneuver
This maneuver is difficult to simulate via slosh experiment owing to complexity in controls algorithm for SPHERES and thruster input.
B.3. Passive Thermal Control (BBQ Roll) Maneuver
Passive Thermal Control (PTC) maneuver or BBQ roll performed for an upper-stage to ensure uniform solar heating. Rotation rate of rocket upper-stage can be matched by slosh experiment via non-dimensional numbers. A question needs to be answered regarding relative velocity of liquid inside a propellant tank during PTC maneuver. Which brings us to another question which is how long does initially still fluid inside a rotating tank (no end caps) take to achieve solid body rotation? This question is answered via solution from Navier Stokes equation for impulsively started flat plat at constant speed (21) . To match diffusion length that LH2 achieves in a R=2 m tank over a 2 hour period, 10 cm H2O tank would need to rotate for 4.8 seconds. To match diffusion length that LOX achieves in a R=2 m tank over a 2 hour period, 10 cm H2O tank would need to rotate for 3.1 seconds. This solution ignores curvature effects. Once the relative velocity question is answered, for a specified rotation rate for a rocket upper-stage, three unique non-dimensional numbers are identified (Bond, Weber, and Reynolds). Each nondimensional number provides a rotation rate for slosh experiment. Rotation rates derived from rocket upper-stages for slosh experiment are then filtered based on constraints of slosh experiment limitation of usable test space. (Figure 8b ).
B.4. Maneuvers Summary
Figure 8 Weber vs. Bond number, (a) Settling Thrust, (b) Attitude Change
 Passive Thermal Control, rocket upper-stage matched to slosh experiment by matching rotation rates for each individual upper-stage non-dimensional number. Table 3 shows expected rotation rate (in deg/s) for slosh experiment to match non-dimensional numbers for typical rocket upper-stage. Bond, Weber and Reynolds numbers from upper-stage are used to derive individual rotation rates for specified fluid and slosh Experiment dimensions (tank radius) and each non-dimensional number provides a unique rotation rate. The grayed out boxes are rotation rates not possible on slosh experiment aboard ISS (hence filtered). Guidance from non-dimensional mapping provides input to experiments performed and priority
IV. Kinematics Analysis
A primary step in the analysis of Slosh Platform is to understand the effect of forces and moments on the platform. A free body diagram is helpful in quantifying the applicable forces and moments on Slosh Platform. Each SPHERES platform has 12 thruster, providing 0.11 N thrust per thruster. From a SPHERES CG perspective, each unique axis (-x, -y, -z, +x, +y, +z) of SPHERES has two thruster aligned in its direction. Thus Slosh Platform has two SPHERES, which consists of a total of 24 thrusters (the first thruster id is 0 and the last thruster id is 23) and a maximum thrust of 0.44 N is provided by 2 thrusters on each SPHERES for any unique axis direction. The summation of net forces in any unique direction is equated to the product of mass and acceleration of the system. For example to get a pure translation motion for SP in +y direction, thruster 4, thruster 5, thruster 22, and thruster 23 needs to be fired. Assuming the mass of the system to be 21 kg, an acceleration of 0.02095m/s2 is expected. Based on constant acceleration assumption, the maximum velocity attained by Slosh Platform in a pure translation motion is 0.354m/s (1.16 ft/s or 0.79mph). This calculation assumes at initial time the velocity is zero and the distance that Slosh Platform can traverse is 3m (maximum limiting condition for ISS test space). When the CG of the system is not overlapping the geometric center (GC) of the system, a net moment is applied at CG. For example, the summation of moment in -x direction generated by a four thrusters firing in +y direction is 0.0016 N.m. For this calculation, the distance of the thruster from the GC is 0.1 m (approximate in z-direction) and distance of CG from GC is 3.6e-03 m (approximate in z-direction). After identifying the impact of forces and torque on Slosh Platform, a review of CG shift and associated inertia matrix change due to fuel imbalance and liquid distribution is examined.
The motivation for this section is to quantify the deviations in trajectory to any specified motion profile. The need to quantify the deviation is due to two reasons: 1) fuel imbalance in SPHERES and 2) Liquid mass (patched a frozen mass). These reasons impact the CG of the overall system. A schematic showing the detailed CG of each individual components in shown in Figure 9a .
Figure 9 CG envelope and associated inertia matrix change
The design intent for slosh platform is to have the CG of the dry system overlap the geometric center of slosh tank. Dry system is defined as when the slosh platform contains no liquid in the tank and the fuel levels in CO 2 cold gas thruster for SPHERES are each half full. Thus having a CG overlap with geometric center of the tank and inline with both SPHERES centroid ensures any thruster firing in longitudinal direction (y-axis) would result in a pure translation motion (Figure 9a ). This ideal situation is however not true when liquid is introduced in slosh tank. The changing CG location and inertia matrix would not result in a pure translation motion, and could have motion in other two axes. This situation; however, is complicated further due to the fact when SPHERES are attached to slosh platform the fuel levels in both CO 2 tank are not verified precisely. Moreover, the fuel levels in both SPHERES during testing on ISS are likely to be unequal. The unknown fuel level variable results in a CG shift of the dry system even before the liquid is introduced in slosh tank. Thus a thruster fire for a pure translation motion would not result in a pure translation of empty slosh platform (no liquid in slosh tank). Note, whenever there is a changes is CG of the system, there is an associated change in inertia of the system.
The dry mass in the experiment is the experiment frame including dry Lexan tank and the SPHERES /VERTIGO assembly including dry CO 2 tank. The liquid mass in the experiment is made up of slosh liquid and liquid CO 2 .By varying the density of CO 2 tank (or by depletion of CO 2 gas) in both the tank a CG shift bubble is constructed and shown in Figure 9b for both Configuration A and Configuration B. This CG bubble is independent of tank orientation.This CG shift bubble is only two dimensional because the CG location of CO 2 gas tanks is symmetric about x-axis, thus the CG shift due to fuel level imbalance within SPHERES"s always results in an CG shift in y-z plane for slosh platform.
The CG of slosh platform is altered when liquid is introduced in slosh tank. The CG and inertia of slosh liquid was calculated using Flow-3D simulation software. A simulation was created that rotates a liquid filled tank through one rotation under normal gravity. The rotation is slow enough to allow the liquid to redistribute without excessive sloshing. Essentially, the distribution of liquid along the walls of the tank in the simulation mimics the "worst case" liquid distributions in experiment slosh tank. In other words, the liquid distribution in simulation tank will yield the largest CG shift in the systems. The output of the simulation is a map CG location relative to geometric center of tank and inertia of liquid relative to CG for the circumference of the tank. The simulation was repeated for 5% to 100% liquid fill levels. Since this CG shift is due to liquid in the tank, the results are independent of Configuration A and Configuration B.
The CG shift arising from fuel imbalance and liquid in slosh tank are combined with each other and results are presented in Figure 9b . The grayed out area in Figure 9bis CG shift due to liquid in slosh tank and the three oval lines are CG shift due to CO 2 imbalance. The three lines represent the two CO 2 tanks completely, the two CO 2 tanks half empty, and the two CO 2 tanks completely full. The extents of CG shift bubble are 18 mm in y-axis and 6 mm in z-axis for Configuration A (2D shift). The extents of CG shift bubble are 1.4 mm in x-axis, 16 mm in y-axis and 6 mm in z-axis for Configuration B (3D shift).
A kinematic analysis to quantify the behavior of the slosh platform based on the CG and inertia values was performed and results were presented. The test matrix included location of extremities of CG shift and the associated inertia matrix values at those CG locations. In addition, the CG was varied as percent up and down values for the baseline case to account for the mass uncertainty for slosh platform during design process and also to account for variable inertia (or mass distribution) for a baseline case. A baseline case is defined as the case with extreme CG location selected from the maximum CG envelope (Figure 9b ) and has an associated inertia matrix. Four different motion profiles were used for this analysis and they were pure translation, pure rotation, rotation followed by translation, and combined translation-rotation. Using MATLAB 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) (22) , solver the deviations in translation and rotation rates as compared with baseline cases are tabulated and plotted. These deviations are examined to check for the impact of CG and inertia matrix on a maneuver or acceleration input. The outputs from the kinematics tool were position, velocity, acceleration, Euler angles, angular rotation, and angular accelerations. Pertinent outputs were plotted as deviations, where deviations are defined as difference between a test case and a baseline case. The deviations in position for translational motion based on test space constraints were minute. There was barely perceptible impact of inertia on the trajectories in translation motion. The deviations in position for rotational maneuvers were significant, but on examining the deviation in rotation rates, the magnitude was smaller. The effect of inertia matrix change was significant which is expected. Combinations of rotation and translation motion are affected by CG and inertia matrix change and are dependent on the specified motion profile. For a specified motion profile combinations of CG and inertia shift case provides a deviation cloud, which is used to quantify the fuel imbalance effect and frozen solid distribution effect on the SP behavior. The following study then proceeds to numerical investigation where a fluid slosh is then compared to a frozen solid behavior and the resulting deviations are due to the sloshing liquid in ST, changing the attitude of SP.
Although these deviations are for a rigid body system, the study was performed to ensure an understanding of rigid body behavior in order to isolate potential slosh impact on motion, when a liquid is introduced in slosh tank (instead of a frozen solid).
V. Numerical Study Overview
This chapter details the numerical study performed to assess the fluid slosh for different kinds of maneuvers or motion profiles for slosh platform. Numerical simulations were performed using Flow Sciences Flow-3D code,some supplemental simulations were performed using ANSYS Fluent code. A mesh resolution study was performed to ensure the results were grid independent
A. Target Initial Condition
Liquid distribution in the slosh tank on the platform is not known a priori before the start of experimentation. Furthermore, the crew (or astronauts) handling the slosh platform before experimentation would constantly change the fluid distribution within the slosh tank. Although free surface shape could be numerically determined, knowing actual fluid distribution in slosh tank before experiment is challenging. Astronauts would move slosh platform before an experiment which would disturb any liquid settling and reorient liquid inside tank. Simple maneuvers are performed to achieve "target" initial conditions (IC) before any experiment. Target IC are liquid distributions that can be achieved in ISS which are similar to initial conditions on an upper-stage. Three options are determined in this sub-study to achieve "target" IC 1. Liquid reorientation via abrupt acceleration and braking 2. Liquid reorientation via spinning tank on its minor axis 3. Liquid reorientation via spinning tank on its major axis Achievable "target" IC is shown in Figure 10 . IC-1 can be achieved by all three options, IC-2 can be achieved by spinning on minor axis, and IC-3 can be achieved by spinning on major axis (challenging to achieve). Figure 11) .  Scenario 1: Bulk liquid is located near end-caps and has maximum contact with tank walls  Scenario 2: Bulk fluid is located in middle portion of tank or partially in end-caps, but with minimum contact with tank walls  Scenario 3: Bulk fluid is located either in middle or near end-caps, but with no contact with tank walls Figure 12 shows a Scenario 3 (option 1) case, where the initial liquid distribution is broken into two bulk pieces and patched at different regions of tank.
Figure 12 Target initial conditions sample result
Two uneven liquid volumes (spherical in shape, with one at top portion of tank and the other spheres at lower portion of tank) are simulated with CFD code (simulation time -10 seconds). A more detailed simulations list and results are provided in reference, (14) .
B. Maneuvers
The purpose of this section is to numerically evaluate a motion profile and optimize the profile for ISS test space consideration. The purpose of this section is also to numerically quantify the deviations caused by sloshing liquid in any specified motion profile. The guidance for motion profiles comes from the rocket upper-stage maneuvers, and since a direct replication of these maneuvers is not possible in ISS experimentation, guidance is sought from non-dimensional mapping results. A vast number of simulations were performed to find the right balance for motion profiles. The factors to consider while simulating a motion profile are 1. Duration of motion profile: An optimal balance is needed in order to ensure adequate amount of time is provided in motion profile to simulate slosh and capture it. 2. Fuel consumption: Thrust is provided by SPHERES platform, which is powered by CO2 cold gas thruster.
A full tank contains 0.172kg of CO2, and since SPHERES provides a 0.11 N for each thruster, mass flow rate of CO2 gas is computed by thrust equation and using choked flow equation. Thus mass flow rate of CO2 is 4.05e-04 kg/s and maximum runtime for one full tank firing one thruster is approximately 425 seconds. 3. Usable test space: A constraint of 2m x 2m x 2m is enforced in all simulated motion profile. ISS safety requirement does not allow for a free floating experiment to hit the walls of ISS or a crew member assisting the experiment. Figure 13 shows the results of Passive Thermal Control (BBQ Roll) maneuver. The sample input motion profile for this maneuver consists of; At time equals zero, a positive torque applied in +y direction for a duration of 10 seconds, followed by a positive torque in +z direction for additional 10 seconds. The slosh platform is allowed to coast for another 20 seconds and changing liquid distribution is monitored. Figure 13b , shows results of position in inertial frame of reference. The plots show three different plot line, an empty slosh tank, slosh tank with solid at 20% fill volume (frozen liquid), and slosh tank with liquid at 20% fill volume. Figure 13b shows CG position in x, y and z direction. Figure 13b shows series of time-stamped numerical images of liquid distribution in slosh tank. The initial condition in this sample simulation in liquid in end-cap in the tank (this initial condition is same for both solid and liquid cases). Each image is at transient time of 1 second.
Figure 13 Results (a) plot showing results deviation, (b) numerical images of liquid distribution
The comprehensive details of numerical simulation, list of cases, deviation, and pertinent non-dimensional numbers are regimes are provided in reference, (14) .
C. Working Fluid
A sub-set of study was performed to check for liquid distribution behavior and verify deviations with their respective solid counterpart. Figure 14 shows an example of Settling Thrust maneuver for both water (blue color and on left) and Novec (green color and on right) with all same input conditions. Novec fluid behavior is quite different from water as can be seen in this example, but the deviation with solid Novec was less compared to water deviations with its solid counterpart. This sub-set of study was performed for a variety of fill volumes and all three maneuvers. 
VI. Conclusion
In conclusion, an experiment platform design for acquisition of liquid slosh data aboard ISS is in place. Various analytical and numerical simulations have been performed on slosh platform and brief summary of results are presented in this paper. A relationship between rocket upper-stage maneuvers and Slosh Platform motion profiles on ISS was decoupled via the application of non-dimensional numbers. The non-dimensional parameters also provided insight to design of slosh tank and working fluid. A kinematics study was performed to assess the impact of CG shift and associated inertia change on the Slosh Platform and deviations in trajectory were analyzed using a dynamics tools ( which implements Matlab 6DOF Simulink block). Numerous numerical studies were performed to assess the magnitude of liquid slosh on the experimental platform attitude change. A precursor to the motion profile numerical study was target initial condition study performed to force any random distribution to a known and manageable (easier to patch as input for CFD simulations) liquid distribution before performing any actual motion profile experiments. The unabridged version of analysis and results are presented in a reference, (14) . Supplemental studies involve investigation of location of inertial measurement Unit (IMU), contact angle measurements, and consumables usage.Currently the experimental platform design has passed NASA"s Critical Design Review and manufacture of the first test article is in progress. The slosh experiment is scheduled to be launched in July 2013.
